
 

Private Reserve Remedies by Madison x Schneider -
Pokerdeck

Celebrate the USPCC comeback of Daniel Madison and the 'Madison x
Schneider Remedies' series with one of the most iconic playing cards; Limited
Private Reserve Remedies Playing Cards.

  Limited print run, designed exclusively for Daniel Schneider and Daniel
Madison's PRIVATE USE ONLY; plus a small batch put aside for playing
card collectors.

Be part of the select people to own this premier deck.

With the Private Reserve Remedies you will enjoy a more minimalist tuck box
with no boarders. 'Private reserve' text is elegantly placed on the top flap. Inside
you will see 'private reserve' text on the Ace of Spades, and a stunning, torn
corner Angle Zero gaff back. Insanely realistic, you will want to brush it off every
time you look at it.

Packed with hidden secrets and built-in magic tricks, Private Reserve Remedies
includes an Angle Zero gaff and a series of brand new hidden revelations.
Printed on USPCC's premium crushed paper stock (traditionally cut) this deck is
the highest possible quality. 

Madison and Schneider are so proud to present this minimally wonderful weapon
of deception.

A new look and feel runs through the entire deck. Improved custom pips and
indices, new custom faces on the Jacks and King of Spades plus hidden secrets
on the Court cards. Daniel Schneider also redesigned Daniel Madison's iconic
King of Diamonds that you see from now on in every new Madison deck.

And since Madison and Schneider both like to be the King of Diamonds, they
added another King of diamonds to the deck.

Manufactured by the United States Playing Card Company
Printed on premium (Bee) crushed paper stock
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Traditionally cut
Custom front and back
Angle Zero gaff
Hidden revelations for your magic routines

Own something special. Treat yourself. Enjoy the exclusive LIMITED Private
Reserve.
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